
As an established IOSH conference, this event 
will include an update from HSE, as well as 
further talks from industry leaders. Other items 
will focus on the current hot topics from the 
food and drink industry, especially looking at 
resilience of the industry after the pandemic 
and giving an insight into some of the practices 
of leading organisations, both inside and 
outside the sector. 

Event networking app
This event now offers the added benefit of 
both a virtual and physical presence, with an 
interactive event networking app connecting 
sponsors to relevant buyers through AI-powered 
matchmaking and networking, before, during 
and after the event.

Exhibitors and sponsors will have the added 
benefit of showcasing their offerings through 
both a virtual and physical booth to drive 
awareness and traffic, giving sponsors the 
opportunity to find potential leads through 
interest filters and track their sales journey.

The Food and Drink 
Industry Conference
4 October 2022 | Chesford Grange, Kenilworth, CV8 2LD

Sponsorship and exhibitor opportunities 

Demonstrate your dedication to a safe and healthy world of work by joining 
us at the next Food and Drink Industry health and safety conference.

Sponsorship Pack 2022



*this will be done through mentions/tags in social posts as well as company logo included on eshots and on event webpage.

Lead Sponsor 
SOLD

Supporting Sponsor 
(exclusive)

Exhibitor

Pre-conference

Company presence on pre-conference 
marketing*

Advertising banner on e-brochure

Logo on front cover of e-brochure linked 
to company website

Logo inclusion linked to company website 
in pre-conference eshots

Virtual event elements (desktop and mobile app)

Virtual event booth with dedicated chat 
and traffic analytics

Data on interested customers, as well as 
conversations

1:1 video meetings with attendees

Sponsored advert on virtual event 
homepage and people tab

AI powered networking

On-site marketing

Tabletop exhibition space 3x2m 2x1m

Company logo on IOSH holding slides 
throughout the conference

Seat drop

Conference place including refreshments 
and catering (extra spaces available at 
discounted rate)

3 2 1

Post conference

Company logo on conference highlights 
page

£4,000 £2,700 £600



Event Supporter packages

Conference supporter only £150

Company logo on event app with link to website and company profile

Slido sponsor (exclusive) £200

Company logo on Sli.do page

Company logo on event app with link to website and company profile

How will the virtual element 
work? 
Find out more about the partner platform for 
this event and how it will work for you as a 
sponsor/exhibitor: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GEP5DMHISRc 

Online setup 
We will provide access to the platform at least 
one week before the conference. You will be 
able to log in, set up your virtual booth and 
upload your company logo and profile and add 
any pre-recorded videos of demos or product 
pitches.

Start connecting 
View the list of attendees and set up meetings 
in advance. The AI matchmaking algorithm 
recommends the best people for you to connect 
with, based on their interests.

Network and engage 
During the event, use the networking tool to 
hold meetings with the people you want to 
connect with. These can be held as 1:1 chats, 
video meetings as well as a face to face meeting 
at the event itself.

Check your stats
To understand your ROI, our platform will let 
you see who visits your virtual stand and give 
details of meetings scheduled and engagement 
with your virtual booth throughout the event.

Follow up
The platform will remain live for 30 days after 
the conference, which will allow you to connect 
with attendees you didn’t manage to speak to 
during the event.  

Please note: Packages are subject to change | All prices are exclusive of VAT | Review exhibitor terms and conditions here 

Sponsorship Pack 2022

https://iosh.com/terms-conditions/exhibitor-sponsor-terms-and-conditions
https://iosh.com/terms-conditions/exhibitor-sponsor-terms-and-conditions


Please note: Floorplan is subject to change 
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